Submit the first draft of your project report. Include your preliminary work and results. The report should be at least two pages in length under the IEEE double column style. The project report should be organized as follows:

- Title
- Abstract
- Introduction/background
- Your work (you may have multiple sections here)
- Conclusion
- References
- Appendixes (includes additional material such as code)

Please submit one report per team. Use block diagrams and pictures to show progress. The report will be graded based on the following 40-point scale:

- Abstract
- Formatting
- Organization
- Contents
- Grammar and spelling
- Illustrations
- Conclusion
- References

The final report should be four pages long, double column IEEE style and single spaced. The font size should be 11 point if you use Times new Roman or similar typeface and 10 point if you use Arial or similar typeface. The appendixes do not count towards the four pages. The due date of the final report will be announced later in class.